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Wooden toys have been produced in Dědová – a seat of the 
company – since the 19th century. Toys and decorations are the best 
of all Mr. Makovský’s production in a small village in the heart of the 
Czech Moravian Highlands since 1992. The company continued a long-
lasting tradition of wooden toys production in Hlinecko region. Wooden 
toys are not supposed to be replicas of traditional toys, the company only 
attempts to combine old technologies with the idea of new progressive toys 
in modern design. Wood, simplicity and cute design are three connections 
between history and new fastly-developing world of technology. Another 
essential part of the production is the emphasis on quality and ecology, that is 
why the origin of treetrunks is considered to be a priority criterium.

Recently the production has focused on wooden gift containers, commercial items 
and different objects for decoration and pleasure. The company offers items 
from a serie-production as well as products designed according to individual 
requirements of costumers. All the wooden waste is burnt in ecological boilers 
and all the sawdust is pressed into briquets used for heating. Toys meet strict 
European standards and have been certified in many research centres. The 
proclamation of the accordance to the valid norms and technical requirements 
for the toys are taken for granted.

The following items have been certified “Hlinecko Quality”:

• Wooden toys collection

• Wooden decorations collection

Karel Makovský



The catalogue of certified products is issued by
LAG Hlinecko in cooperation with the City of Hlinsko

Hlinecko Quality

Wooden toys collection includes jigsaw puzzles in frames, jigsaw puzzles 
without frames, wooden alphabet, numbers, Golo kit, toys on wheels, threading 
toys and musical toys.

Wooden decorations collection includes children’s hangers and racks, 
candle holders, Christmas spruce and beech decorations, Christmas ornaments 
with ribbon and some more.

In the modern world material and technology of a wooden toy helps our children 
to realise how important can nature be for man and creates child’s relationship 
to history and nature itself. Therefore, you will find mainly animals of all kinds 
in the wooden collection and it is possible that our wooden puzzle will affect 
child’s future attitude to animals, nature and thus the whole world. Another 
major advantage is an easy way to finish their useful life in a way that the 
environment doesnt suffer from unnecessary waste. Although, it is assumed 
that the products will be used for many many years.

All the products can be ordered directly on the website www.makovsky.cz or 
bought in the store Bylinka Hlinsko – Čelakovského 134, Hlinsko.


